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just a quick question: if i were to use something in the sm code space that
will be good for my current skintype (x,x) is that better to use it during the
day or night time? i really like the toner and i'm in a rush to try the steam
cream. :

SILK LABO After Summer Days

i have been using the omorovicza winter line products for about 3 months
now. i just finished a round of it to see if my breakouts were gone. i recently

tried a new product that i never used before and was introduced to the
skinceuticals resurgence c serum. my face is not overly dry, not oily, but

does tend to look more red than the skin on my hands. i used the serum as
a night moisturizer. i've had breakouts throughout the years, but they've
never been a problem. yet, using this product has brought them back. i'd

say about 90% of my face is covered with redness and pussing. i was using
the aknadi vitaminc serum that you reviewed, but that did nothing for my
skin (or for that matter, anything else i've tried). this skinceuticals product
has been totally wonderful, both for my dry cheeks and my redness. it has
changed the way i approach my skincare. it will take a few weeks for the

breakouts to fade. i know it's too soon to say, but i'm very happy with what
this product has done for me. hello, i've been obsessing over your silk labo

blog and incredibly appreciate your sharing your knowledge and experience.
i'm trying to follow your regimen, and having some success. i've been using
the benton line products. i have dry skin, but not really salt-sensitive , but
my skin seems to prefer aha/bha formulations. i've been using the kamdao
line dry skin exfoliator/scrub , which i love. (i have had good luck with biore

pore strips, but i haven't tried jaycarlee beauty's pore strips .) i recently
started using the big batch of the benton brand, and it feels so luxurious and

gentle on my skin. it was significantly more effective for me than my
previously tried-and-failed various biore products. i really like the benton

products, and i appreciate their gentleness, and how good they work.
however, i recently started skin clinic's sulfur 8 for my very sensitive skin

after reading your review of it. i was concerned that i might be overdoing it,
so i only used it for a week, but the redness is going away. i love the way it

feels on my skin, and it has been great for lessening my breakouts. your
blog really has helped me to see how i can find the best combination of

products for my skin type. thank you! 5ec8ef588b
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